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ABSTRACT
The transformations that have taken place in housing in Ghana are the subject of this thesis. It begins
with an introduction to Ghana with a description of the hofising situation and housing institutions.
Following that is a short look at some types of indigenous Ghanaian- houses many of which have been super-
seded by newer types found mainly in the urban areas.
The bulk of the thesis is devoted to the analysis of the housing transformations and this is done by com-
parisons between indigenous housing, represented here to some extent by the existing rural housing, and
the modified types of housing represented by urban housing. The attempt is to examine transformations to
housing and to account for these by isolating the socio-cultural factors and the physical factors that
have directly and indirectly caused the changes.
Because of the many different factors involved in a discussion of culture and housing, this thesis is
more than an examination of house forms. It deals not only with the new forms of architecture but also
with the mechanisms by which dwellings are created and the inputs that directly and indirectly influence
the final form and use of dwellings and dwelling environments in Ghana.
Thesis Supervisor Eric Dluhosch
Associate Professor or Architecture
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is about architecture and people
and culture and resources. It is also about change.
It is a result of my concern for the design of the
new urban environments of Ghana and to what extent
these new situations will be based on the indigen-
ous culture and resources of this country. In
other words, it is an attempt to trace those
changes that have taken place in the living envi-
ronments of Ghanaians with increasing urbanization
and to find some coherent direction for future ac-
tion. The primary concern here is with the dwell-
ing house and the forces that shape it and give it
that character that is so much a reflection of lo-
cal desires and possibilities and which may there-
fore make the design and provision of urban hous-
ing for Ghana different from attempts elsewhere.
Any attempt to link dwelling form with cul-
ture and other social issues will necessarily over-
lapmany disciplines - architecture, city planning,
cultural geography, history, anthropology, urbani-
zation and economic development. Some of these
are important to this study but are mentioned only
briefly and in a general way when it is necessary
to establish a direct connection with the design
and provision of shelter.
My thesis is that any approach to the de-
sign of dwellings or the dwelling environment must
be based on the existing regional context. Not
just traditions, which are changing in rapidly ur-
banizing areas in the less developed countries, but
also on the experiences and potentials of that re-
gion and the ability to modify and adapt to influ-
ence and change. It is this which may separate
this work from others which are merely romantic
flirtations lamenting the dying local traditional
culture and architecture. However good intentioned
such work might be they often ignore the overwhelm-
ing tide of foreign influences that have forever
transformed every aspect of Ghanaian life.
THE PROBLEM
Rapid urban and industrial growth initiated
under colonialism have created several grave prob-
lems for the less developed nations of the world.
Housing is only one of these problems. Rural folk
seeking cash wages flee declining rural areas for
urban centers of new industry. Such an unprece-
dented convergence of men, capital and industry
places severe strains on the limited facilities of
Ghana's cities and towns. The formal building in-
dustry has responded in sporadic fashion to the
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high demand for housing often only meeting the de-
mands of upper income groups. A marked and un-
checked reliance on imported materials and foreign
culture and a tendency towards capital intensive
projects is increasingly separating the housing
industry from the economical and at times rather
simple solutions that the vast majority of Ghana-
ians need.
THE ARGUMENT
This study is an exploration of the mechan-
isms and factors that have contributed towards the
provision of responsive housing in Ghana for sever-
al generations and which to some extent still oper-
ate in the new and fast growing urban centers of
the country. It is my opinion that it is from this
traditional source that one may find directions or
answers to the housing problems of this nation.
For it is still these strong traditions which
determine how people acquire or create their homes
and how they use their dwelling space. Indeed
these same traditions are the basis upon which slow
change is occuring and the new cultures and house
forms that result are simply hybrids of the indi-
genous and the imported.
THE RESEARCH METHOD
The method chosen for this study is an exam-
ination of rural to urban transformations in house
form. First of all, characteristics of some forms
of vernacular architecture are presented as an in-
troduction to traditional housing. The main sec-
tion and bulk of the thesis is then devoted to com-
parisons of house form and determinants of housing
in rural and urban areas. This is done to isolate
those factors that were common in traditional hous-
ing and still exist or are modified for use in
housing for urban areas.
The implication of this study of housing
transformations is that we shall be able to decide
on what can be copied from traditional housing and
which should be discarded because of obsolescence
in urban situations. Much of the material for
this thesis is from my background and experiences
as a young Ghanaian growing up in one of the larg-
est urban areas of the country. I have also made
use of several books and unpublished reports for
more detailed information on certain aspects of
the topic. An obvious weakness of the research
method is the lack of field work which would have
provided more up-to-date evidence and some measur-
able data to lend some credibility or magnitude to
i0
the facts cited. On the other hand so many are the
disciplines involved that it is impossible to cap-
ture the entire scope in such a small work without
resorting to some broad generalizations. Also the
mere absence of certain supporting data within
these pages in no way negates the facts mentioned
which are adequately supported in several other
more detailed studies.
1,
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THE CONTEXT: A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO GHANA
GEOGRAPHY (1)
Located centrally on the West African coast,,
5* north of the Equator, Ghana stretches inland
for a distance of 400 miles. Its width varies
from 250 to 300 miles. The Greenwich meridian
cuts through Tema, just east of Accra. With
91,843 sq. miles of territory, the country is
equal to Great Britain in area.
Four geographical zones are traversed from
south to north. A narrow strip of coastal thicket
and savannah is found along most of the Gulf of
Guinea. This is followed by a zone of dense rain-
forest which covers the majority of the southern
third of the country, extending to parts of the
coast. A band of derived savannah separates the
forest from the interior savannah which becomes
increasingly dry and barren towards the north -
continuing into Upper Volta and Mali, where the
countryside finally becomes desert. The landscape
is basically flat, ascending gradually from the
coast to a plateau which never exceeds 1,000 ft.
in elevation except along a few scattered escarp-
ments that rise up in forest and savannah areas.
The Volta River basin is an extensive, low plain
in the interior. Ghana's climate is tropical,
with a wet and a dry season in the north and two
wet seasons in the south, separated by dry periods
of short duration, The four zones are noted as
follows:
A: Coastal thicket and savannah
B; Rainforest
C: Derived savannah
D: Interior savannah
PEOPLE
The 196G Ghana census enumerated 6,726,800
people or 0.22 per cent of the world's population
living on what represents 0.20 per cent of the
world's land area. Thus with 73 persons per square
mile in 1960, it exhibits a population density
above the world average. Ghana's population in
mid-1974 was 9,610,000 with an average growth rate
of 2.6% hetween 1960 and 1974,
The greatest population concentration is
found in the coastal areas, the Ashanti region and
the two principal cities of Accra and Kumasi. The
nation is comprised of seven major linguistic groups
and approximately 50 lesser ones of which the lar-
gest group, the Akan tribes, number more than three
million (Fig. 1.3), the Moel-Dagbons and Ewes num-
ber over one million each, The remaining larger
groups are the Ga-Adangbes, the Guans, the Gurmas
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and the Grushis. (2 English is the official and
commercial language and is taught in all schools.
About 25 per cent of the general population is
literate in English, although the rate is much
higher among young people.
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URBANIZATION
In 1960, 23.1% of the total Ghana population
lived in urban centers. By 1970 that figure had
swelled to 28.5%.( 3) There are various explana-
tions for this phenomen which by the way is charac-
teristic of most new nations in the preliminary
stages of development. Usually the shift to a cash
economy where none existed before and the creation
of jobs in areas of large population and good trans-
portation systems all give added importance to urban
centers in the development programs of many third
world nations. Major population shifts occur in
some areas as people move to the places that offer
the greatest opportunities for making money. In
Ghana the flow is from neglected rural areas to
urban areas and from the northern regions to the
south. As one writer put it:
Migration from subsistence farming areas
to places where cash incomes can be
secured is not only a way of enlarging
one's acquisitive power, but a way of
opening that power to new fields. Sub-
sistence farming products cannot usually
be exchanged for manufactured goods such
as bicycles or transistor radio sets or
cloth or tins of sardines. There are
few families left now in Ghana who do
not feel the urgent need for some cash
income.( 4)
Because rural-urban migration had not been
effectively planned for, these posed several prob-
lems for the growing towns only one of which was a
severe housing shortage.
... these cities soon revealed afflictions
in common with the rest of the world.
Accra became a bustling capital with a
major airport, department stores, and
modern buildings only a stone's throw
from tribal communities. In the cities,
rental property replaced tribal tenure,
and a disparity manifested itself be-
tween rent scales and wage scales. A
housing shortage and overcrowding
appeared. The old communal lands within
the urban environs began to be fragmented
into individual parcels measured by metes
and bounds. Increasingly, there were
conflicts over titles, competition for
land, and some squatting. As urban prob-
lems grew, the government began to regulate
property and to seek met ods for relieving
the housing shortage.
THE HOUSING SITUATION
Despite recent efforts for industrial devel-
opment Ghana is still an agricultural nation with
the majority of the population living in hamlets with
a population of less than 1500. Most people in
these rural areas build their own houses using the
locally available natural materials collected from
the land.
Virtually all building in the rural areas
(80 per cent) was accomplished by self-
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help .... almost everyone in the rural
sections was a builder of a sort. Labor
was divided between the men and the women:
the men put up the walls and roofs, and the
women rendered (plastered) the walls and
finished the floors.( 6)
In 1960 95% of the houses in rural areas had
( 7)
walls of swish . Roofing materials were more
varied. Thatch was most common in the north and
rural areas of the south but corrugated metal sheets
and asbestos-cement sheets had begun to appear more
often and were used in a little more than half the
houses.
Natives of rural villages do not have to pay
for land belonging to the entire community so that
land for housing is always available for free. The
use of indigenous materials and the simplicity of
building technology all result in such a low cost
for housing that the creation of a shelter is with-
in easy reach of most people.
The shortcoming of rural Ghanaian housing is
not quantitative. Quality is the problem. Until
recently hardly any of these settlements had any
well planned layout or infrastructure - drainage,
water supply or electric power and the natural
materials used for building were not very durable
so that extensive maintenance was often needed after
the rainy season.
While the towns of Ghana now have access to
more sophisticated building materials, building
techniques and infrastructure, the housing situation
here can never be described as better. Problems
always exist not only in quantity but in quality
as well. A great variety of building types and
building materials exist in the towns of Ghana.
For housing there are modern bungalows and apart-
ments of concrete and glass, traditional houses of
swish and landcrete and then there are those make-
shift dwellings of the slum and squatter areas
where salvaged industrial materials - packing cases,
wood boards and metal sheets are very common. In
the Accra District these "improvised houses provided
accommodation for about 13 per cent of the population"
in 1960(8) .
As in the villages most houses in the towns
are privately owned. They are mostly built by a
small informal building industry which has special-
ized in the same techniques and construction methods
used in the villages. The contractors involved in
house construction typically include two or three
artisans and their apprentices. The cooperative
mode of construction that is so much a part of
rural life has been transformed here into the pro-
fessional services offered by contractors, and the
responsibility and effort for providing shelter
shifted from the tribe or community unto the mem-
bers of the same family. "Dwellings were larger,
took longer to build and called for more skills." 9
Even though swish is still used for some
town houses, concrete blocks have gained great pop-
ularity since their introduction by the Europeans.
It is now the 'accepted' material for wall construc-
tion and many people will not consider building a
house until they can afford the high price for
this material. For roofs various materials are
currently in use. Corrugated iron sheets, asbestos
clay tile, and aluminum were used on over 87 per
cent of urban houses in 1970 while thatch, wooden
tiles and other indigenous materials made up the
remainder. None of the government's programs for
rapid development and industrialization made pro-
visions for the development of indigenous building
materials or for improving traditional construction
techniques. For this reason niany perfectly suitable
local materials remain underexploited.
Ghana has many materials suited to local
manufacture, such as baked clay products
and wood and precast components of various
kinds. The country could produce wood
shingles, grass and reed matting for
ceilings, bamboo matting for verandahs
and fences, and other materials. Native
lime could be used as a stabilizer,
and rammed-earth techniques could be
pursued. Substantial economies could
be achieved by importing cement clinker .0 )in bulk to be mixed and ground in Ghana.
Some of the preceding recommendations, made
in 1956, have been carried out but still not enough
has been done to encourage the use of local mater-
ials.
Imports of raw and semi-finished materials
for construction amounted to 11.1% of total imports
in 1974. The import components of the major buil-
ding materials are very high and this is reflected
in the high cost of urban housing: cement, 71%;
locally produced steel rods, 37%; asbestos cement
roofing, 90.8%; aluminum roofing sheets, 64% .
There are at present two or three research insti-
tutions involved in the study of the application
of various local materials for building. The few
successes made, though encouraging, have not yet
made the transfer to public acceptance and popular
use. The missing ingredients seem to be govern-
ment encouragement, favorable publicity and effec-
tive marketing.
An unending influx of people into the urban
areas of Ghana has created severe housing shortages
that neither the private nor the public sectors of
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the building industry have been able to deal with.
The urban population in Ghana was growing at an
average rate of 5.3% in 1975 well above the world
average of 2.9%(34) and the growth of squatter
settlements on the peripheries of Ghana's towns has
become a clear indication of the helplessness of
officials to find suitable housing solutions for
the thousands who move from the rural areas every
year (Fig. 1.5).
Government efforts to build public housing
or encourage home ownership have, with a few excep-
tions, not been helpful to the poor people who need
it most and the designs, created by professionally
trained architects, usually ignore the indigenous
architecture both in the designs and in the use of
resources.
Fig. 1.5 The 9'owth o6 zlums and squatteA
zettement in Ghana
Population
Urban Population in slums in slums
or city and squatter and
population settlements squatter City Urban
settlements population population
as percen- as percen- as percen-
Inhabitants Annual Inhabitants Annual tage of tage of tage of
(in thou- growth (in growth total urban total urban total urban
Year sands) rate thousands) rate population population population
Total Urban 1968 2239 ... 532 ... 24 ... 27
Population
1970 2450 4.6 735 17.5 30 ... 28
ACCRA 1968 661 ... 402 ... 61 30 ...
1970 738 6.2 ... ... ... 31 ...
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HOUSING INSTITUTIONS
Ghana government involvement in housing is
said to have began in 1939 "when as a result of an
earthquake in Accra on 22nd June 1939, and subse-
quent tremors a large number of people were rendered
homeless"(1 2 ). Government provided funds for re-
housing the victims and 1,250 two-roomed houses were
completed in 1955 after a break during the Second
World War. About this time two housing institutions
were formed to build estates and construct low-cost
houses and to produce designs for simple rural
houses.
A U.N. mission led by Charles Abrams made a
survey of housing problems in the country in 1954
and made some recommendations for the formation of
a Housing Corporation, Building Society and the
Roof Loan Scheme(1 3 ).
With the exception of the Roof Loan Scheme
few of the public institutions' programs have had
any impact on housing for the average Ghanaian.
The State Housing Corporation for instance has- for
many years placed so much emphasis on middle and
upper income housing that as a result public money
is tied up in luxury villas that only benefit the
rich and high echelon civil servants.
It was the very high cost of roofing mater-
ials that necessitated the initiation of the Roof
Loan Scheme in 1956. The Government put up a
revolving fund from which individuals were given
loans in the form of roofing materials. In order
to get a loan one had to belong to a village hous-
ing society which agreed to guarantee the loan.
The scheme was so popular that by 1964 it had bene-
fited close to 13,000 people. The village societies
formed under the sdheme achieved significant impor-
tance even beyond the scope of the Roof Loan Scheme.
They helped generate many other activities and
interests and offered a forum for the discussion of
local problems and ways to improve the rural envi-
ronment and standard of living of village folk all
(14)
over the country
The First Ghana Building Society is a savings
institution that gives loans to those who wish to
build or buy their own homes. This institution,
like many of the banks that give loans for housing
is not widely used by most Ghanaians who typically
do not possess the required collateral. Their use-
fulness to the great majority of the population is
therefore less obvious than thatof the Roof Loan
Scheme.
The Tema Development Corporation is the other
government institution besides the Housing Corpora-
tion which directly carries out the government's
housing programs. This agency has been totally
responsible for the creation from scratch of the
large industrial town of Tema. For many years all
the houses in Tema were built by the TDC for rental
and only recently has the Corporation allowed indi-
viduals and some companies to put up their own
houses in selected areas. It has also now encour-
aged tenants to buy the housing units whch were all
previously for rental only.
There are in addition to the ones mentioned
a few other public agencies responsible for carry-
- ing out the government's housing policies. Because
these policies have placed more emphasis on estates
and apartments for senior civil servants, the insti-
tutions have not had any direct influence on hous-
ing -for low-income families the way the Roof Loan
Scheme or the creation of the town of Tema did.
The public housing and construction agencies and
the other large contractors that make up the formal
sector of the building industry have however been
the source of technology transfer to the many smal-
ler contractors. These small contractors are re-
sponsible for the vast majority of houses built
today.
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INDIGENOUS GHANAIAN HOUSES
Contrary to what many people think, there is
no one common form of architecture in Africa or
even in a small country like Ghana. Not all vernac-
ular houses are circular round huts with straw cone
roofs. Ignorance and misconceptions about Africa
and its people still exist in this age of advanced
and sophisticated communications, but this, hope-
fully will not last long as travellers and report-
ers, armed with cameras and inquisitive minds,
continue to invade the continent each year.
For those interested particularly in the
architecture of Africa, quite a few books have come
out recently that describe in pictures and words
the variety of forms, materials and methods of
architecture in the many different regions of Afri-
ca. The amount of variety may surprise some. In
Ghana, the traditional architecture, like the tribes
and languages, can vary a great deal as one travels
from one part of the country to the other. (Fig 2.1)
The distinct differences between the rural
house types of Ghana may be attributed mainly to,
the relatively small but significant variations in
the climatic conditions of the different regions.
Three broad climatic regions may be isolated which
can be characterized as hot-dry savannah to the
north, hot-humid rain forest in the central part
and western parts of the coast and the hot-humid
grasslands of the south-east coastal plains. (Fig.
1,2) Climatic conditions which determined the veg-
etation undoubtedly also determined the natural
resources available for home construction, perfor-
mance of building materials, density of settlements
and perhaps the dwelling form as well. Within any
region, differences in the vernacular architecture
may be accounted for by other factors such as early
contact with Islam whose strong influence is seen
in the architecture of some northern region tribes.
A complete examination of all these differences and
their sources is however beyond the scope of this
thesis and so we shall concentrate only on some of
the more common types.
HOUSE TYPES
Rural settlements in the dense rain-forest
consisted of rectangular compounds made up of rec-
tangular buildings of the type shown in Fig. 2.2.
The houses are built of laterite earth and roofed
with thatch. In the coastal villages between
Anomabu and Cape Coast a variation of this type
exists which has a flat roof of the same material
as the walls. The grasslands of the south-east
coastal plains used to have round huts (Fig. 2.3)
but these have since given way to the rain forest
house type "...perhaps through progressive assimi-
lation of the inhabitants of the grassland plains
into the spatially more important culture complex
of the neighboring (rain) forest."(
1 5)
Four principal house types can be identified
in rural northern Ghana. The first type (Fig. 2.4)
can be seen in the traditional circular compound
house consisting of cylindrical mud huts, thatched
cone roofs, hard beaten floors, no windows and
small entrances with weather protection. A second
variety consists of round mud huts with flat roofs
(Fig. 2.5) and entrance to a compound house in
this case is usually by means of an unshaped branch
of a tree notched to serve as a ladder.
A third type of vernacular architecture
found in northern Ghana is a rectangular version
of the second type. These flat-roofed huts some-
times rise two stories and are grouped into massive
compounds having the appearance of fortresses each
of which could accommodate an entire community of
three hundred persons besides a large number of
cattle, sheep and goats (Fig. 2.6). A strong north
African or Islamic influence is seen in the fourth
type found in this part of the country which is a
Fig. 2.2 Rain-6ouest type o6 &arat houe al&so
known nos Guinea 4oaeat houlse type
Fig. 2.3 Southeazt coaotat plains type
large rectangular flat-roofed structure with clus-
ters of mud pinnacles (Fig. 2.7). This home form
is found mainly in the Wa district.
Dickson has,in addition to these identified
one isolated house type in northern Ghana which he
describes this way:
..In not more than three small vil-
lages in the middle of Gonja was a
perculiar house type, of uncertain
antiquity not found anywhere else in
Northern Ghana. It was a fairly large
square flat-roofed house made of dried
mud and between three and five stories
high. There was only one small door,
about 5 feet high and 3 feet broad, on
the ground floor. The walls, the ceil-
ings and the roof were very thick, with
windows and roof vents pierced in the
walls and the roof. This house was
clearly built wit onsiderations of
defense in view.(
Finally between the savannah region to the
north and the rain-forest to the south, lies a
broad transition zone in which all the major rural
house types of Ghana are found (Fig. 2.1). This
zone of transition, writes Dickson, "...has persig-
ted with varying widths and under different names
as a feature of all distribution maps of Ghana,
whether concerned with human or physical geog-
raphy."(
1 7)
Fig. 2.4 Kwzase type
Fig. 2.5 Round hut with glat Aooe
'2k'
Fig. 2.6 Ftat tooled vaiety o6 Guinea o6est
type Fig. 2.7 Wa type - uectanguwat st'uctute with
4tat oo6 and pinnactes - also known
a, Moroccan type. This one shows the
IaLamic ingtuence evident in the cut-
twae oA zome northe'n Ghana ttibes
Fig. 2.8 Dagomba compound household made up o0
individual huts og the type Ishown in
Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.10
Fig. 2.9 Pan o4 Dagomba compound, Nouthern
Ghana. The Lectangulca 4oIms ae
'ecent additions in(tuenced by the
axchitectue o6 the southenn pats
o4 the country pauticufavty Ashanti
vernacutaL ach-&tectuIe
PHan o6 an Ashanti compound. The
ba>sic 6om o6 this architectue is
the &ain-6otest type (Fig. 2.2)
THE BUILDING PROCESS
As an illustration of the construction meth-
od commonly used for rural housing here are two
descriptions of the building process beginning with
Prussin's account of the construction of a compound
made up of circular mud huts with thatched roofs
(Fig. 2.8) among the Dagombas, one of the major
tribes in northern Ghana.
The time for building construction and
repairs is almost exclusively the lat-
ter part of the dry season when the
intensive demands of crop cultivation
and harvesting taper off and leisure
time becomes available... Since
Dagombaland lies in the heart of the
yam belt, the period of greatest buil-
ding activity is limited to the months
of March and April.
The site of the new compound is dic-
tated by the available space in the
immediate vicinity of the compounds
inhabited by members of the future
owner's kinship group...
Once the village elders have granted
permission to build upon a chosen site,
and the Earth's custodian has performed
the appropriate ritual, a laterite
borrow pit from which the mud for the
walls is to be taken is marked out ad-
jacent to the compound site... Circu-
lar walls are built up in tiers to a
height of about 6.5 feet by the spir-
aling of hand-molded mud balls.
The balls of mud are formed in the borrow
pit and passed over to the new compound
owner, now turned mason. No internal
reinforcement is used in the walls; their
homogeneity is achieved by the cohesion
of the wet, clayey soil. The term that
best describes this process is "wet-wall"
or "puddled-mud" construction...
After the walls have been raised, a
radial system of rafters is set into the
top course of mud. Tied at intervals
with a concentric series of plaited
thatch rings, the rafters form a conical
roof frame. Where the span is too broad
for the rafter length or strength, ...
the apex of the roof is supported by a
central post ... Finally, bundles of
thatch are placed in overlapping layers
over the conical roof framework.(18
Andrew F. Rutter, writing about Ashanti ver-
nacular architecture describes an almost similar
building technology used by these inhabitants of
the tropical rain-forest whose dwellings consist
of rectangular mud walls with thatch roofs.
The majority of houses are built of
laterite earth dug up from large borrow
pits adjacent to the building plot...
The laterite is broken up, mixed with
water, trodden under foot and made into
balls which are then built up into layers
eighteen inches deep by the thickness of
the walls, which is usually nine inches
to a foot. These layers are left to
dry for about two weeks before another
layer is added, so that the shrinkage
cracks are distributed throughout the
wall. No foundations are used and
openings are left for doors and windows,
spanned by wooden lintels. This produces
a wall with good sound and heat insulat-
ing properties, which is durable and
stable on cellular buildings provided
the proportion of window to wall is
not too great, the surface is protec-
ted, and the base of the wall is not
undermined.(19)
Roofs of such houses are of thatched palm
leaves on a light timber framework of rafters and
tie beams.
While parts of northern Ghana have to this
day retained some of their indegenous architecture,
more affluent southern parts of the country and
urban centers especially, show many new modifica-
tions and additions to the traditional architec-
ture. First to have been replaced in most cases is
the roof material which now consists of corrugated
iron or aluminum sheets supported on a timber
framework of 4 x 2-inch rafters and beams. Cement,
added to the laterite soil, has also paved the way
to the making of stabilized soil blocks for the
walls which when plastered with cement mortar cre-
ates a more permanent structure than any that ex-
isted before. These are only a few of the trans-.
formations of Ghanaian housing brought on by econ--
omic development and foreign influences and to which
the rest of this thesis is devoted.
Fig. 2.11 Wet-watt construction o6 a Dagomba
houlse.
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SOCIO-CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION FACTORS:
The social and cultural factors of the hous-
ing transformation are those values or traditions
such as family relations and occupations which in
many societies affect the mechanisms by which hous-
ing is created. On the other hand physical factors
such as materials and technology are the dominant
influences on the actual form of the dwellings cre-
ated. There are long traditions behind social and
cultural institutions making them less susceptible
to change. However, when any one of these factors
changes or is modified, a riple effect takes place
which shakes most other traditions to their found-
tions. The weaker traditions fall, to be replaced
by new ones whose powers are usually derived from
those agents of change - formal education and cash
economy. The stronger ones remain intact or are
modified and together with the new, constitute the
hybrid of cultures found in the many growing urban
centers of Ghana.
The following pages contain comparisons of
the effects of social and cultural factors on hous-
ing in rural and urban areas and conclusions about
what transformations take place as economic devel-
opment and foreign influences bring about increas-
ing urbanization in a previously rural and
agricultural nation.
ILUL A-
ENv oI4MENT
14BAN
ENVRIOMENT
Fig. 3.1 Fom the Au'at envitonment with its
teadition4 and inAduenea6, the indivi-
dua2 ha" "advanced" to an uAban envi-
'onment where the AuAaC txaditions cae
weakeA and Aevekat indauence - indi-
genous and gokeign - come to ptag aimu-
5P3
PEOPLE
Rural
i
- composed of members of same tribe
- many extended families
- neighbors are somewhat related or known
to each other
- relatively immobile population
- continuous loss of population to urban
areas
- relatively unchanging composition of popu-
lation
- few have extensive education or contact
with foreign nationals
Urban
- several tribes and nationalities
- some extended families, nuclear families
and many singles
- most are strangers to each other
- very mobile population
- continuous increase in population due to
immigration
- constant change in composition due to new
additions of non-natives
- many have extensive education and contact
with foreigners
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Basic differences between rural and urban
dwellers such as shown above at once suggest that
housing needs and mechanisms for their provision
will be different too for each area. For one thing,
the uniformity and unchanging character of the rural
population means that architectural needs are tra-
ditional and probably more uniform. Large dis-
tances separating rural villages from administra-
tive and commercial centers (due to poor transpor-
tation and communication systems) means that rural
folk are less affected by official government policy
and have less contact with foreign nationals and
foreign ideas. This ensures a more intact culture
and strong set of traditions which now, as in the
past, still greatly influence the local architec-
ture and provision of shelter.
Rural areas have not been totally immune
from developments in more advanced areas, however,
as we shall see later. Formal school education in
villages has had one of the greatest effects on the
population characteristics as the few people who
successfully complete school leave for work in the
city. Not all who leave are literate. Many leave
simply because of economic necessity.
This influx of rural folk from all areas of
the country into the city adds to the diversity of
the urban area and seems to suggest many solutions
to the architectural needs of these people. The
varying educational levels and levels of accultra-
tion among urbanites also means that aspirations and
dreams of what constitutes the ideal dwelling envi-
ronment may vary. This in fact is what happens in
most of Ghana's largest towns and cities where dis-
tinct neighborhoods based on socio-economic levels
can now be identified. The more exclusive neighbor-
hoods, previously the domain of Ghana's former colon-
ial masters are now the home of wealthy Ghanaian
civil servants. The houses here, designed according
to European tastes contain many of the conveniences
found in the more advanced countries and are gener-
ally of a standard several levels above that of the
impoverished dwellings of the majority of Ghanaians.
Such socio-economic stratification hardly exists in
traditional society.
Wealth and education are not the only agents
that induce the city dweller to seek higher standards
of environment. Greater economic opportunities,
changes in social structures and new lifestyles all
bring about new expectations in the city "where a
far greater sophistication of appearance is required
than is possible in the villages."(20) As would be
expected, such changes inevitably also affect the
urban dwellings as Rutter has observed:
These changes in economic opportunity
and values may well produce a signi-
ficant alteration in the attitude to
marriage, again leading to a desire
for more specialized accommodation.
It is noticeable that inside the com-
pound houses greater emphasis is
placed on the sitting rooms, and
many people own radios and high-life
records which are put on when people
call, automatically improvi g the
degree of aural privacy.(
There are other significant deviations from
traditional environments as a result of the mix of
different peoples in urban areas. Some immigrant
tribesmen, preferring to be with their own, may
actually form large enough concentrations within
or near the city to constitute little towns within
the larger city where rural traditions may be suf-
ficiently sheltered from the usual agents of change
in urban areas. These are in many cases squatter
developments inhabited mainly by poorer people
from the northern and Volta regions as well as
foreigners from Nigeria in particular. Such places
known as "zongos" exist in every large town or
city in the country and are important as transient
places of residence for the newly arrived-unable to
afford better accommodations in the city. Apart
from such distinct tribal pockets, the larger parts
of most towns are very much integrated with several
different tribes living together, very often under
the same roof. There is of course always "a large
core (40 - 50 per cent) of the population who are
members of the indigenous ethnic group in whose
territory the town is founded."(22)
In actual fact the present housing solutions
now available for all these different peoples are
neither as varied nor as complex as one might sus-
pect from such a mixture of varying traditions and
influences in large towns. The resulting urban
house form is different from the rural situation,
but not by much. This may be due to many reasons:
first of all long-held rural traditions do not die
easily, even under urban conditions, and secondly,
perhaps most important of all, much control over
the creation of one's dwelling is lost for economic
reasons.
HOUSEHOLDS
The household may be defined as a social
group consisting of persons who live together and
share the same housekeeping arrangements. Ties to
kinship are stronger in the traditional setting so
that as might be expected, households are larger in
rural areas (Fig. 3.2). No niatter what definitions
are used for the basic social group - family or house-
hold - the comparisons still show a smaller cohesive
group for urban situations and this seems to be
only one of the results of weakening social ties
as people move from rural areas to towns. Else-
where this has been described in greater detail:
The important feature of the urban house-
hold is not so much its size as its com-
position. The rural household is usually
Rural Urban
- larger households because of larger - small households because of smaller
extended families families and fewer relatives living
together
- entire household may be housed in the - lack of space in one house means house-
same compound house hold may be split into different nearby
houses
- each house may have one or two households , - each house may accommodate several separ-
ate households
- household may build and own its house - some households have to rent rooms and
share house with others
composed of persons who are held together
by bonds of consanquinity The relation-
ship between the members is based on
descent. In the urban situation there
is a greater emphasis on the husband-wife
relationship. The husband, his wife and
their children form the central core of
the household ... Thus the trend in the
urban areas and among the educated classes
especially is for the conjugal family to
be the household unit ... this means that
the influence of the extended family on
the lives of the marriage partners is
not as r at as it is under rural condi-
tions.f(i3
Other reasons given for the smaller size of
households are the fact that polygamous marriages
are less popular now and more couples, especially
the educated ones, are choosing to have fewer chil-
dren.
When it comes to accommodations, the urban
household is clearly living in congestion compared
to the rural household (Fig 3.3) even though the
preceding discussion would suggest otherwise. The
reasons are purely economic. The traditional vol-
untary cooperation that provided dwellings in rural
areas does not exist in urban areas where housing
is now a commodity. Limited supplies of the re-
sources used for urban housing - land, imported
materials, skilled labor and cash - means that the
cost of dwelling space is very high and determined
1960 1970
Number of
Persons in URBAN RURAL TOTAL URBAN RURAL TOTAL
Household I I
1 28.5 17.1 20.4 27.7 18.1 21.2
2 16.4 12.8 13.8 14.5 11.4 12.4
3 14.7 14.7 14.7 12.4 12.0 12.1
4 12.1 13.5 13.1 10.7 11.9 11.5
5 8.4 11.4 10.6 9.0 10.7 10.2
6 6.6 8.5 8.0 7.2 9.1 8.5
7 4.4 6.3 5.7 5.4 7.1 6.5
8 2.5 4.3 3.8 4.0 5.3 4.8
9 2.0 3.0 2.7 ~2.7 3.8 3.4
10 - 14 3.5 6.5 5.6 5.0 8.0 7.0
15 or more 0.9 1.9 1.6 1.4 2.6 2.4
All house- 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0holds I
Average 3.6 4.6 4.3 4.1 5.0 4.7
size
Fig. 3.2 Size and disttibution o6 houlsehodlds 6ot
&uwa and uban aieas. A hou6sehold 46
de4ined az a peuson o a goup o6 peA-
.oni who tive togetheA in the same
house o& compound, shaute the same houlse-
keeping aAAangements and a'e cate'ied 6o
as one unit.
by factors beyond the control of most urbanites.
Changes in family size are therefore unlikely to
affect the amount of dwelling space available for
each household. Money is the key here.
Whereas in villages housing was much easier
to acquire and each household often had an indepen-
dent dwelling all to itself, the urban dweller in
most cases has to rent rooms in large town houses,
sharing the semi-private spaces with other house-
holds living under the same roof. It is not uncom-
mon to find as many as thirty or forty residents in
any of these large compound houses. Most of these
residents are unrelated and may be limited to only
one room per household, this room being used for
sleeping and storage while the verandah and court-
yard serve as kitchen, laundry and work space for -
all the residents. Such collective living in this
country of many tribes is very encouraging indeed,
but the . unfamiliar arrangements undoubtedly pose
"new problems of responsibility and compatibility.,,(24)
Other disadvantages, include the loss of freedom
to expand the dwelling to accommodate new additions
to the household and the lack of privacy for the
residents. Since few houses that offer better
accommodations become available, house moving is
not very common except among young workers and the
educated who may desire more private rooms away
from the bustle of life in large family houses.
For this reason single person households are very
numerous in urban areas; a feature that will be
important in considerations for the design of new
urban housing.
Rural
1960 1970
Urban Total Rural Urban Total
HOUSEHOLD/
HOUSE 1.88 3.59 2.17 1.71 3.07 1.99
PERSONS/
HOUSE 8.74 12.94 9.46 8.49 12.81 9.37
PERSONS/
ROOM 2.1 2.3 2.1 2.3 2.4 2.3
C'4%4 '
Fig. 3.3 Dweiling occupancy in
areas 1960 and 1970
Luwad and ukban
MA* nWqOt1Of
41t noUSerrOtoD
T#J~FOP.A& Ti aS
PJA L A L,
Fig. 3.4 The txan~somation has been made 4tom
the one house - one househoLd (Auxa-t)
to the one houwse - many househotls
(unban)
1Irdev
Fig. 3.5 Pan o6 Dagomba homestead, nomthe.n
Ghana, about 1965. "The onty tectangu-
&at buildings were occupied by unmaxvied
son" who visited southetn Ghana in the
d'y sea/son and on theiA kettn wilshed to
have a tin too6 on theit houes6 - and
tLn koo6s cannot 4atis actotity be put
on tound buildings."
7 iwi t Pu.-5,ksu-
F riX - ExT-- i 4,
(4CugT A P.
TWO E eM.
eau wy AA ijf 4-J( OTq- tO
4 yi- I i fA
f~lVVEL~L MOZEFZ LI7H ' s
Fig. 3. 6 Hfan o -two ctdjaen~t compound housme o6
Ashcubnan, an ijo'naf v~ban deveeiopment
out&Lde Tema
MAMA'S HAoUsE-
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CUSTOMS
Rural
- strong traditional customs prevail
- outside influences not strong enough to
cause drastic change
- may consist of one set of tribal customs
- may be unique to each ethnic region
The departure from the village with all its
rules and traditions is a somewhat liberating exper-
ience for many urbanites who would otherwise be
tied down economically and socially by the unchang-
ing ways of the village. Ties to the village never-
theless do not vanish when one settles in the city
but are made weaker by lack of proximity and by
exposure to new cultures which for the first time
open up new possibilities and set new standards of
social behavior. The rules are changed so that it
is for example no longer the elderly or the witch
I
Urban
i
- not quite as strong
- many influences cause slow but steady
change
- may have several separate customs or
mixtures of many tribal customs
- may be common to several urban areas
doctors who wield power but the most educated and
wealthy. It is now these people who set the stan-
dards for the new urban dwelling environments.
Some long-held traditions are still very
strong and change very little even under the most
thorough urban conditions. Among the Ga tribe for
example the custom of husbands living in separate
houses from their wives is still practised in Accra,
the country's capital and largest urban concentra-
tion.(2 5 ) In general however, such practices are
on the decrease and being replaced among the youn-
I i
0
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ger and most educated portion of the population, by
living arrangements modeled on Western culture.
The desire to tailor living environments
along the lines of the more advanced countries is
not always successful because of the lack of resour-
ces for the expensive urban dwellings. Traditional
mechanisms which in the village made house construc-
tion an easy matter are replaced by the cash econ-
omy prevailing in urban areas. No longer can one
rely on inheriting from relatives or getting con-
tributions in the form of labor or materials or
cash for house construction. The creation of thd
urban dwelling becomes more of an individual or
conjugal family responsibility rather than a clan
or community affair, another evidence of the shift
towards individualism as a result of development
and Westernization. The ability to create a suit-
able dwelling then becomes dependent on one's per-
sonal resources and not on the resources of an en-
tire community. So much for rural socialism.
A common feature of the urban areas of Ghana
is that they are able to attract citizens from all
parts of the country representing many tribes and
many levels of income and education. This not only
creates problems for new urbanites who must adapt
to other peoples' customs but also for the design-
ers of the new environment who must decide on which
new customs are dominant in determining living arrange-
ments and which are likely to rule into the near
future. The only way out of this seems to be flexi-
ble and rather incomplete designs that leave room
for the citizens to make the smaller local decisions
that may be needed from year to year.
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OCCUPATIONS AND INCOME DISTRIBUTION
Rural
- most employed in small-scale farming
- home usually used for storage of harvest
and as work place for crafts
- most are self-employed
- incomes are more uniform and usually
depend on amount of harvest
The separation between house form and occu-
pations is more complete in towns and cities where
an inability to shape one's dwelling deprives many
urbanites of the chance to incorporate in their
homes spaces and forms specifically suited to the
many new cottage industries that have sprung up.
For some people the same room will serve as sleep-
Urban
- many cottage industries in addition to
trade, factory, administrative and ser-
vice employment.
- homes used as work place for cottage indus7
tries and small trade only.
- many employed by others in offices, fac-
tories, etc.
- income distribution is very uneven; may
depend on amount of education and type of
skills
ing place at night and as a tailor shop during the
day. The villager, having more resources at hand,
can actually build sheds and granaries to house
those tools and products of his occupation - farm-
ing. Another reason for this absence of connection
to house form is that many new occupations are
available in towns that have nothing to do with
4+
house form or amount of dwelling space.
Increasing specialization and the need to
spend useful time on income-generating activity both
leave little time for the town dweller to spend
shaping or maintaining his dwellings. Hence the
great popularity of such permanent materials as con-
crete blocks and metal roofs which are unfortunately
a great deal more expensive than the materials used
for rural houses.
In the rural areas, the resources for hous-
ing - land, indigenous materials and cooperative la-
bor - are available to all rather cheaply. In the
urban areas the imported materials used for build-
ing have to be purchased with cash - a resource
that is hard to come by and which is unevenly dis-
tributed among the population. In Ghana as well
as other developing countries in the process of
educating their citizens to run the country for
the first time, the highest rewards are given to
the people with the highest amount of education.
Income is determined by the level of formal educa-
tion, the type of function and the years of service.
This practice is also true for several other African
countries where formal education seems, according
to Foster, "to reflect the bias of occupational
structure towards clerical employment. In practice,
African demands for academic education had little
to do with the curricula of the schools and reflec-
ted their realistic perception of the differential
rewards accorded to individuals within this occu-
pational structure." (26) This dependence of income
on education is a further erosion of traditional
authority and customs. It is sometimes much easier
in the town for one schooled person to build a
larger, modern house than for several illiterate
persons to build one simple dwelling in a coopera-
tive effort!
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PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION FACTORS,
The previous section focused on the socio-
cultural aspects of the housing transformation.
These were particularly important n their effect
on the mechanisms and processes by which shelter
was created. In this section attention is now turned
on to the physical aspects which, as the heading
suggests, deal particularly with the more tangible
determinants of the housing transformation. Char-
acteristically these determine the final form, and~
materials of housing.
The resources that go into converting the
physiological and cultural requiremnts into physi-
cal dwellings are very often the same everywhere.
These are land (in some cases water or more gen-
erally, space) materials, labor, finance and tech-
nology. Different societies may attach different
values or weights to these inputs. Where labor is
free and readily available for instance, analysis
of its cost and efficiency are questions that may
never arise because its availability is as unlim-
ited and as cheap as the air we breathe. However,
when far reaching modifications take place in a
society, such as economic development and urbaniza-
tion in newly developing countries, the weights
attached to some of these resources may be shifted.
Previously unimportant considerations in housing
for example now become increasingly important.
Some resources are substituted for others and high
prices are attached to others due to increased
demand or their symbolic significance.
In the next few pages comparisons are made
between the physical transformation factors for
rural and urban housing. The analysis will hope-
fully show which inputs and resources used in tra-
ditional housing in Ghana have survived the changes
in the country and still retain some importance in
considerations for the design and construction of
urban housing.
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LAND
......
Rural
- large almost unlimited amounts of
land available
- all the land may be owned by the entire
tribe, village or community
- use of land is by permission of village
heads, not by cash purchase
- land may not be 'owned' by any
individual
Urban
*
- land is very limited due to high con-
centration of people and high demand
- land owned by some native tribes, and
individuals
- use of land involves cash purchase or
leasing
- individuals may purchase land which
then becomes their property
The specific details of land ownership and
tenure in Ghana are very important to an understand-
ing of the effects of economic development urban-
ization in the country, and this aspect has been
thoroughly explored in a number of studies. 27)
For our purposes it is simply sufficient to focus
on questions of the availability and use of the
land for purposes of human habitation.
No cash purchase was needed in acquiring
rural land for building and farming except in the
case of non-natives who were allowed to lease the
land or given permission to use it. The readily
available land in such low density settlements
was therefore not a serious limitation in the con-
sideration of housing construction. Within an
already built-up area there were of course restric-
tions on where one could build because of adjacent
dwellings, paths and roads and public open spaces.
No infrastructure existed to limit the edge
and location or orientaton of a dwelling so that
'
Fig. 4. 1
Ptan4s o6 A Pwwa compountd s howing phas~es
o6 expcw.&ion. Such addtionzs in mnic'y
di6tent diection4s is common 6otr
Atat~i dwetings. WMbcn dweLtings, in
con-tauwt aui much mote ta&icted by'
ptwputty bournda,'uiel, ad jacent /st'wc-
-tu~e4, in6Aa,5;tucetu~e, etc.
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it was possible, when space was available, to expand
existing dwellings in many directions. The added
limitations of rural technology and building mater-
ials explain the fact that expansion of and addi-
tions to rural dwellings take place horizontally.
(Figs. 4.1, 4.2)
Within the rapidly growing urban areas of
Ghana a high concentration of people and businesses
places great demands on limited land for housing
and commercial activity. Making the situation even
more serious is the added importance of land for
vehicular circulation and other infrastructure.
These high demands and the acquisition of land by
individual concerns of course mean that this impor-
tant commodity commands a high price - a price most
town dwellers cannot afford. Thus a further separ-
ation of the land from the control of the entire
community and the increasing power and control of
individual property owners.
There mere recognition of adjacent dwellings
as in rural areas is not enough when considering
building a house in the town because of the new
levels of infrastructure necessary in such growing
settlements. Reasons of public health and conven-
ience make it necessary to plan for water and sewage
lines; automobiles necessitate streets and roads
and all of these make the efficient use of land very
important. The result of these limitations on resi-
dential land is that plots are very narrow and small
and strung together into blocks whose edges are de-
fined by streets and paths. In this kind of built-
up area, the most economical direction for growth or
expansion of dwellings is in a vertical direction.
(Fig. 4.2) The imported building materials that
have replaced the indigenous materials make these
multi-story constructions possible where local
materials would have failed.
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Fig. 4. 2 Dwelling expanzion possibiitia 6o
ukcaC and u'tban a)Leals A and B ate chat-
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MATERIALS
Rural Urban
- raw materials easily obtained locally
- conversion of raw materials into build-
ing materials by simple labor intensive
techniques
- not very strong or durable
- requires frequent maintenance
- easily replaced or replenished from
local sources
- standardized sizes or specifications do
not exist
- quality untested and inconsistent
- most raw materials or finished products
are imported
- conversion of raw materials into build-
ing materials by high technology manu-
facturing processes
- very durable, strong and versatile
- requires very little maintenance
- replacements and new supplies very hard
to obtain due to high cost and import
restrictions
- sizes and specifications very standard-
ized
- tested and consistent quality
RURAL URBAN
MATERIAL OF WALLS 1960 1970 1960 1970
All types of materials 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Cement blocks or concrete 2.9 7.4 37.8 45.1
Landcrete 0.6 2.2 3.5 5.5
Swish 94.5 86.4 52.6 42.8
Bamboo and Palm Leaves 0.6 2.8 0.8 1.6
Others (eg. corrugated
metal sheets, wooden 1.3 0.2 4.3 2.0
boards, packing cases)
MATERIAL OF ROOFS
All types of materials 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Metal/Asbestos sheets 52.9 54.4 86.3 87.4
or concrete
Thatch 39.4 40.6 9.9 11.0
Tiles (wooden & other) 1.3 0.5 3.1 1.2
Palm leaves or rafia 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Swish 3.6 0.0 0.1 0.0
Others (incl. felt) 1.9 4.5 0.6 0.4
Fig. 4.3 Ptopo'tion og house~s by mauteiaLs
Fig. 4.4
"Swish cAete" btock being made in
mounds
"Swish is a wide teAm appied mote oten
than not to "tateite". " Lateuite" and
tateAitic soitz ae soiL that have
weathe'ed 4&om the tock in moizt wawm
climates, wheAe tuxuwious vegetation,
high tempexatues and heavy &ainiakt
p'oduce .soits which aAe high in i&on
and atuminum compounds and low in sitica
compounds. Such zoi&s do not swett and
6shuink veAy much on wetting and dAying,
and have high stabiiszing p'ope'ties o4
theAi own. Swish caete i6 a mixtute o4
eaxth with cement.
Because the soit aLteady has some
4-tabi&izing po peAktie o4j its own it s
not necessaxy to add zo much cement as
with sand which has no 4tabitizing pro-
pe&ties o4j its own.
The mix used in the tluztsation (35)
above was 20 eaxth (swzh) :1 cement.
low
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The new imported building materials have
gained immense popularity in both rural and urban
areas since their introduction into the country by
the first European settlers. This is mainly due to
the prestige attached to their materials, but it
could also be for reasons of their strength and
durability. Traditional building materials, having
none of these advantages are still widely used
especially in rural areas because of their plenti-
ful supply, lower cost and their appropriateness
for rural conditions of house construction and
maintenance. This interdependency of traditional
materials and rural technology is most aptly des-
cribed by Naigzy Gebremedhin who, when discussing
traditional houses in Ethiopia, observed that:
In traditional houses, thatch is used
extensively. It is such a flexible
material that it can tolerate wide
margins of error -in both planning
and execution. Manufactured mater-
ials, on the other hand, require
accuracy. In contrast, corrugated
iron sheets must rest on purlins
spaced at specified distances. A
crude patchwork of repairs cannot
always undo mistakes of construction.
Nails fastening the iron sheets to
the purlins cannot be driven just
anywhere. A hole in the gully means
a leaky roof.
Traditional building materials lend
themselves to being handled by almost
everyone. There are no tolerances to
observe, and elements can always be
put in place, at least by a trial-and-
error method and at worst by force.
Hardly any damage can occur.(28)
In Ghana the use of traditional materials
will last as long as enough cooperative labor is
available for the simple, labor intensive methods
associated with such materials. The alternatives
are very expensive and small in supply so that even
under urban conditions requiring stronger, mainten-
ance-free, fire-resistant materials, an appreciable
number of builders continue to use thatch, bamboo,
palm leaves and mud. (Fig 4.3). Increasing spec-
ialization of the labor population and the particu-
lar. disadvantages of materials used in their natural
state bothpoint the way to a building industry rely-
ing more and more on manufactured materials which,
because of their standardized sizes, meet the require-
ment for speedy and efficient construction techniques.
The need for manufactured building mater-
ials for urban construction in Ghana has been met on-
ly through the importation of huge quantities of mater-
ials. Of the roughly $115 million spent on buil-
ding works in 1974, some 50% was spent on materials.
I
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Of that building materials component, 40% of the
costs were due to the import of finished building
products or of raw materials for local industries.
Recently established industries for the local manu-
facture of some building materials - cement, steel
rods, asbestos-cement roofing, aluminum roofing
sheets, and galvanized iron roofing sheets (all of
which have very high import components) - still
lack the capacity to meet the high demand for these
products. Timber, which Ghana produces in great
quantities for export has very limited local use
because its domestic unit prices reflect the inter-
national timber market rather than the local market.
The resulting high prices have led to some
ingenuous financing techniques for building mater-
ials and in many cases to the continued use of tra-
ditional materials in urban areas. The latter trend
is rather unpopular with municipal planning author-
ties who refuse to issue building permits for such
projects and/or to extend infrastructural services
to buildings so constructed.
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LABOR
Rural
- very abundant supply
- knowledgeable in simple traditional skills
only
- costs almost nothing because construction
is by voluntary cooperation of relatives
- very little professionalism or special-
ization
- management of labor very informal and
based on cooperative mode
Urban
- very abundant supply
- very few have advanced beyond simple
traditional skills
- cost is significantly high
- increasing professionalism and
specialization
- management more formal and based on
efficiency
- labor is a free natural resource - labor is a commodity
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There is an abundance of unskilled and semi-
skilled labor in all parts of Ghana. In the vil-
lages the volunteered labor of family and other
relatives for house building wipes out completely
any questions about the cost of this resource.
Every villager, through traditional apprenticeship,
picks up enough skills to make him a handy man for
the small domestic jobs that are a part of rural
life. In addition to being a farmer, the average
man is also an amateur artisan and a "Jack of many
trades". It is no wonder then that in the communal.
traditions of rural life where the tribal society
took care of basic needs and very little money
changed hands, labor is as cheap as the other natur-
al resources - thatch, wood and soil - that go into
dwelling construction.
By comparison, the urban conditions that
have fostered a cash. economy, specialization and
isolation of the individual have all but wiped out
any trace of the traditional practices of mutual
help. Many people, even in the towns, still build
their own houses but there is a growing building
industry that is gradually taking over the construc-
tion of anything worth calling a building. For
very large construction projects like public buil-
dings, there are government institutions that under-
take the design and construction. These same in-
stitutions are also very often involved in the crea-
tion of housing developments and sometimes
entirely new communities. The bulk of the
projects undertaken by these public institutions
have been mostly meant for the wealthy civil ser-
vants and rarely is the issue of housing for low-
income families tackled seriously. This section
of the building industry is perhaps the most capi-
tal intensive, relying mostly on a larger inventory
of equipment - trucks, cranes , cement mixers, etc. -
and a skilled labor force.
The bulk of small building works, including
most housing is done by small contractors with basic
equipment such as truck and concrete mixer and by
even smaller informal sector firms that typically
comprise two or three master craftsmen - usually
masons or carpenters and their apprentices. The
The apprentices are usually members of the owner's
extended family and are usually paid in kind or
receive only marginal wages. These very small con-
tracting firms usually rent heavy equipment - pri-
marily trucks - as required for their building pro-
grams. For the unskilled construction worker a
day on the job would typically consist of several
simple tasks involving the use of shear strength.
Under the watchful eyes of foremen these laborers
carry concrete blocks on the head, mix concrete
with shovels and dig trenches with pick axes - all
of which involve the use of technology hardly dif-
ent from village technology.
For many years now even the rural areas havd
seen the growth of a tiny building industry for
housing. These 'Atakpame' contractors travel from
village to village in many parts of the country and
for a relatively small fee would build a simple
traditional house of swish walls and thatch or cor-
rugated metal roof. This is the closest the vil-
lage has come to specialization and professionalism
in dwelling construction. These builders have mas-
tered the art of traditional dwelling construction
and are able to work much faster than the amateur
artisans usually engaged in traditional house con-
struction. The tiny industry fits quite well into
the rural traditions because of the simple technol-
ogy and materials used and its development seems to
be a logical outcome of the change to a cash econ-
omy. In order to be competitive with the tradition-
al cooperative methods of operation, the profession-
al building industry has had to rely to a greater
extent on skills, economy of materials and speedy
construction. The houses so constructed are small
and good by village standards but like most village
buildings, they require frequent maintenance. The
mud blocks usually lack stabilizing agents and fall
apart very quickly with every heavy rainfall. For
all its professionalism this building industry has
not advanced much beyond the simple traditional
skills generally used by village home builders.
Housing construction, whether in rural
Ghana or, in urban Ghana, is still labor intensive.
Large construction projects requiring the use of
sophisticated equipment are very few and far in
between so that not many people get the chance to
learn many new advanced skills. Except for a few
technical schools and polytechnics that offer voca-
tional training, skills are usually picked up on
the job in apprenticeship situations. Such train-
ing is inadequate and hardly ever innovative so
that very often "an unemployed man will say that
his vocation is carpentry when he is incapable of
sawing a straight line". The lack of training and
skills for building construction is not restricted
to Ghana but a common feature of many new nations
in the developing stage.
In contrast with the steady develop-
ment of craft and job organization in
Europe, the less developed regions still
tend to rely upon the single laborer who
happens to have carried with him the
slim knowledge he-may have acquired in
the building of his own rural shack.
Though there are native contractors,
they often are handicapped by lack of
experience and capital.
While skills are advanced in some areas,
the development of building crafts has
been held back by government emphasis
on production in other fields and by
lack of knowledge of how to stimulate
housing production. ... the skills of
many potential craftsmen from rural
areas have not been used.. .because of
failure to launch a housing program
or because they have chosen factory
work or trade. So too, the lag in
construction activity has discouraged
many workers from training for the
building trades. (29)
The most telling difference then between
labor for rural housing and labor for urban housing
is its cost. In the urban area labor is a commodity
while in the rural area it is generally a free
natural resource. The difference this makes in the
building cost is very significant indeed. In the
formal urban sector of the building industry the
labor component is about 50% of a building's cost,
and this is due more to inefficiency in site oper-
ations than to actual wages. In contrast the labor
component of a building's cost is much smaller in
rural sector housing, so much so that it is fre-
quently a marginal cost.
Fig. 4.5 Most housing in urban ateas is now
e,theA owneA-buit o& consatncted
by a sma contacti ng siAm typ&
catty consisting o6 two o0% three
ma/steA c)anttmen - uati mano.
oh. caApenteu and thei& apptentice.
Fig. 4.6 RuaL howse constAuction
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TECHNOLOGY
Rural Urban
- dependent on simple hand-held tools - dependent on simple hand-held tools and
larger power tools
- very labor intensive - less labor intensive, increasing use of
capital
- indigenous and unchanged for many genera- - imported, changing to more complex ways
tions
- requires simple skills and little train- - requires more sophisticated skills and
ing training
- tools cheaper to acquire - tools usually imported at high cost
Most of what has been written in this analy-
tical study can be summarized under this section.
The technology of housing is broadly speaking, the
body of knowledge, materials and methods used to
achieve the objective of creating shelter. Hence
transformation in housing technology is merely the
total result of all the transformations in materials,
labor, finance, income and occupations and land
ownership.
The materials and methods of rural house
construction in Ghana have changed very little over
the years. Village technology is so much dependent
on the rather static traditions and resources of
village communities that changes in the technology
can hardly occur without first being caused by
other changes in the society. The transformation
from a cooperative mode of house construction to a
professional building industry for example can be
attributed to the demands of a cash economy which
forces young men to desert the village for jobs in
the town. Time becomes money and labor becomes a
commodity not to be "wasted" in non-monetary ven-
tures like cooperative house building. In most
cases however rural communities have retained the
strong traditions of housing technology because in
spite of all the advances taking place in the more
developed areas of the country the rural methods
and materials of housing are still the most appro-
priate for the village conditions.
Rural methods of building construction are
still dependent on simple hand-held tools that
require little skill. Many villages through tradi-
tional apprenticeship pick up enough skills to make
them amateur masons, carpenters and bricklayers come
home building time. There are no power tools to be
used so that a lot of labor is needed to undertake
those tasks that in more advanced regions a machine
would do in a fraction of the time.
The building industry in urban areas has had
many experiences in the use of machines for the
larger building projects. Large projects, normally
undertaken by government construction agencies, are
however too few and far in between to have much
influence on other sectors of the industry. For
this reason the building industry for urban housing
is made up of small contractors who use labor inten-
sive methods not much different from rural methods.
The materials are of course different and more skill
is required of the professionals. For house con-
struction the contractor, usually employing two or
three craftsmen and their apprentices, would rent-
heavy equipment - trucks and a cement mixer. Every-
thing else is based on the use of large amounts of
unskilled labor. The experiences with sophisticated
equipment have not always been good. They are im-
ported at very high cost and therefore have to be
used as often as possible to recover their cost.
When they break down they have to be repaired
quickly by good trained mechanics of whom there are
only a few in Ghana.
Perhaps the most significant difference be-
tween urban technology and rural technology in
Ghana is in the use of new materials of standard
size. The crude materials of village housing could
be put together without much care for tolerances
and matching sizes because these materials, always
in their natural state, are very flexible and can
be molded or forced into many shapes. They don't
~IF;.
Fig. 4.7 Building conatkuction in the moden
zectoL. Even in a uteatively WLge
opetation tike this Labo& i/s wsed
vety extensively. The mateiats
axe di66exent now and txucks and
cement mixeAu take ovei wheie
human Laboit was previou.6ty. Com-
pate to Fig. 4.5.
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require skillful handling and are easily replaced.
In contrast the materials of urban housing are more
standardized and require skilled hands to create
the proper details and joints that if badly done
would mean a leaky roof or a door that would not
fit. These differences clearly underscore the
importance attached to skills and training in the
urban areas which have seen the influx of many new
materials and methods into the technology of buil-
ding construction in Ghana.
Rural
- very little money is needed for housing
because labor is by cooperative effort
and materials are gathered locally from
the land
- money, when needed, is obtained through
contributions by family members and
relatives
- savings institutions for house finance
do not exist
- very little money is saved for house
finance
- when imported materials are used saving
for housing is done by stockpiling the
building materials
Urban
- huge amounts of money needed to acquire
land, hire labor, and purchase expensivE
imported building materials
- large amounts of money needed usually
exceed family contributions; remainder
must be borrowed from the several banks
which finance housing.
- savings institutions exist but many
cannot borrow because of lack of col-
lateral
- very little in cash savings exists for
financial institutions to invest enough
in housing
- most savings for homeownership is done
-by stockpiling building materials
FINANCE
The very nature of village technology, re-
sources and socialism simply mean that very little
capital is needed for house construction. Land
is available free for every member of the village;
thatch and palm leaves for roofing are collected
from the nearby bush; walls are made from soil duig
up near the building site; and the skilled and
unskilled labor needed is supplied free by relatives
in a cooperative effort. No money changes hands.
Hardly any of these village traditions have
survived the transformation to the new urban envi-
ronments. The conditions are usually totally differ-
ent so that new ways have evolved for house financ-
ing, some being modifications to existing rural tra-
ditions. To begin with, there is such a high con-
centration of people in the urban areas that avail-
able land for housing is priced very high. Also
not many urbanites have bothered to pick up those
simple building construction skills that make every
man in the village an amateur artisan. These con-
trasts of rural and urban conditions for home buil-
ding are summed up quite well by Charles Abrams:
As masses of people head cityward
today, they find the land staked
out into small plots, to be bought or
rented. Even if they can buy the land,
they no longer can build homes with
their own tools and talents. Nor have
they the time to build. In many in-
stances their meager diet provides them
with too little energy after their daily
exertions and their long, tiring jour-
neys from work. Materials must now be
bought from manufacturers or middlemen...
Moreover, laws prescribe how and where
people can build. To buy or rent a
home, there must be a constant flow of
money from a steady job. In short, the
house has become a commodity, like bread.
The individual no longer initiates or
controls its production and, worse still,
is seJBT able to buy or rent what he
needsk-.
The preceding paints a sad but true picture of city
dwellers in the less developed countries all over
the world who hope to be home owners. With in-
comes so far below what it costs to buy even the
materials for housing, other methods of financing
are sorely needed. Many people, perhaps for good
reason misunderstand and mistrust the bureaucracy
and paper work that are a mark of government agen-
cies and financial institutions. Most therefore do
not save at these institutions, effectively with-
holding money that could go into home loans and
other investment. The potential homeowner in Ghana
proceeds to save for his house by stockpiling fin-
ished materials such as concrete block and metal
roofing sheets. When sufficient quantities have
("7
been saved to start construction, daily labor is
hired to build as much as financial resources will
allow. This practice is in fact no longer restric-
ted to the towns. Metal roofing has, in several
places, replaced thatch and other indigenous roofing
materials so that the same stockpiling method is
used for saving enough of this manufactured mater-
ial.
The transformations from rural life to an
urban one with the resulting isolation of the indi-
vidual has indeed caused many Ghanaians to rely less
on contributions and help from relatives and rely
more on officially established financing schemes
for home ownership. Most of the initial government
efforts to encourage private home building were, how-
ever, directed at the richer portion of the urban
population while it did nothing for the vast major-
ity of Ghanaians who are rather poor. The one
bright spot was the excellent Roof-Loan Scheme
initiated in 1956 by the government to give loans
in the form of roofing materials to individual home
(31)builders( . The program was a great success for
many years until the mid-sixties when it got bogged
down by mismanagement. Before then 12,872 indivi-
duals had benefited from the Scheme.
tie'
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HOUSE FORM TRANSFORMATIONS
This section is a culmination of the explor-
ations carried out in the two preceding sections.
Those sections dealt with the transformations in
those factors that directly or indirectly influence
the forms and materials of dwellings and the way
they are created. The actual changes in the form
and design of Ghanaian houses as a result of those
transformations are the subject of this section.
When all has been said about the socio-cul-
tural factors and the material factors of housing
there still remains the final product - the com-
pleted dwelling - which is the actual manifesta-
tion of all thd inputs and ideas that went into
the decision to create a house. This is what
people actually see and use and so a study of its
transformation may indeed reveal the success or
failure of all of these new modifications to the
simple traditional dwelling forms. As in the pre-
vious sections comparisons are made between the
rural form and the urban form which throughout
this thesis have represented the traditional house
and the modern house respectively. Some of the
changes are inevitable considering the differences
in inputs and planning considerations. Others too,
we may find out, are based merely on the question-
able policies of a few or on the immediate desires
of many. Whatever the reasons are, it is quite
clear by now that so many other choices exist that
have not been explored and which would probably
have made the outcome different from what exists
now.
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DWELLING FORM
Rural I Urban
- circular and rectangular forms exist
in various regions
- forms may have been dictated by local
materials, religion or defense
- forms have been unchanged for several
generations
- vast majority are single story compound
houses of large size
- easily expandable to house additions to
household
- only rectangular forms exist now all
over the country
- forms may have been dictated by new
imported materials and more recent
developments
- forms continuously being modified with
introduction of new materials, training
and changing needs
- include single and multi-story houses of
varying size
- not easily expandable due to limited
space and high cost
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Fig. 5.1 Lavge compound hou.6es in an ukban
akea.
The tectangutxf compound house, typi-
cat o6 LaWa Ashanti, ha4 .6anvived
the tan6o'mation to an uban tie
with metat %oods teptacing the thatch
&oofs o6 venacuiLa& cachitectue.
The buildings axe much Langex and
u.ualy house seveAat untetated
6amitien.
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The differences between rural house form and
urban house form can be attributed primarily to the
introduction of new materials and technology that
made it possible for urbanites to build larger
multi-story dwellings which because of their per-
manence made extensions and modifications difficult
Rural house form for each region had evolved over
several generations to a stage where it was com-
pletely part of the tribal culture and did not
require any new modifications. (see Section 2).
The nature of the building materials made it very
easy to construct a new house or to make an exten-
sion to an existing one. The natural materials
need never change and the traditional building
technology was passed on from generation to gener-
ation among members of the tribe. This ensured an
intact set of building traditions that remained
unchanged until the introduction of new building
materials by the Europeans.
The new materials from abroad that have
found their way to the towns of Ghana have made
possible the creation of new forms of dwellings of
varying size, shape and form. The single-story
rectangular compound house, an indigenous form
typical of Ashanti architecture, has survived
the tranisformation to the urban environment and is
now common all over the country. It has, however,
in many cases, been greatly expanded both horizon-
tally and vertically. Two or three story compound
houses are now very common and provide accommoda-
tion for several different households at a time.
In addition there are free standing small houses
of two or three rooms housing smaller households.
Eventually additions are made to such houses to
make more space for rental so that another compound
house is the result after many years.
The public agencies responsible for housing
and some of the larger building contractors, having
access to more sophisticated equipment, have cre-
ated other house types modeled more on Western
standards and this has added to the profusion of
house types in the towns. There are now large
suburban villas as well as apartment buildings or
flats, having all the conveniences of homes in the
more advanced countries (Fig. 5.2) the government's
housing policies have also included the creation
of large communities and in a few cases entire
towns where the houses, all built by public agencies,
have no resemblance to the indigenous house forms
of Ghana.
For most of the population, home is a room
or two in a large compound house shared by many
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Fig. 5.2 Government built hou6ing.
The new designs and dispeused pattetns
Thown hte. Wae in shatp con Aast to what
the majowuty o 6 Ghanaian build Jot them-
zetvez. (See Fig. 5.2). The connection
between the newly buiLt and the o'tiginat
context seems to be missing.
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other households. These houses, whether in the
rural north or in the larger towns, consist of
several rooms enclosing a large courtyard in the
middle. In the towns these houses are larger rec-
tangular shapes with concrete block or swish walls
and corrugated metal roofing. The rooms have win-
dows to the outside but doors lead only into the
courtyard which serves as the laundry, work place,
kitchen and playground for the children. The rooms
serve only as bedrooms and storage space. Veran-
dahs too are common in many houses and useful as
semi-private space for dining, sitting and as a
transition between the completely enclosed private
rooms and the semi-public courtyard. Two or three-
story courtyard houses have this same form and
arrangement with the verandahs on upper floors
achieving greater importance as both passages and
work places. Toilets and bathrooms are typically
located in sheds in a discreet corner of the house
or just outside the compound in which case they are
reached by a small side door. Until recently only
a few houses had plumbing so that the toilet con-
sisted of a platform latrine while the bathroom
was an empty space where water for bathing had to
be carried from the house or nearby standpipe in a
bucket.
The exteriors of the compound houses too have
acquired new articulations borrowed from foreign
cultures. Verandah's which have always been com-
mon inside the courtyard are now often built on
the exterior too and the decorative columns and
railings found on these verandahs, balconies, and
stairs have more in common with Brazilian archi-
tecture than with indigenous Ghanaian architecture
or sculpture (Fig 5.3 )
There is a growing trend away from the large
compound houses to smaller detached houses that nor-
mally would house one family much like the suburban
dwellings of more advanced countries. The dream of
owning one's own house seems to be universal, and
in the case of Ghana is bound to cause a weakening
of the large extensive family traditions found in
the rural areas. Such a change does seem to be wel-
comed by many people and is in fact encouraged by
the kind of architecture being created by the pub-
lic agencies. It is therefore reasonable to expect
that the large compound houses that are so much
characteristic of traditional Ghana are on their
way out to be replaced by more compact detached
forms, a sign of the increasing emphasis on the
individual rather than the large social unit,
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Fig. 5.3 P'ivately owned houses in the city o6
Kuma,6i. Note the exteuio veandahi.
CONFIGURATION
Rural Urban
- mostly irregular layout of dwellings
- determined by footpaths, open spaces and
adjacencies or for reasons of defense
- orientation of dwellings and entrances
irregular
- separation of dwellings by distance
- property boundaries, if they exist are not
marked
- distinct blocks are not clearly defined
- configuration is easily changeable because
of fewer constraints
- more regular geometric layouts
- determined by circulation patterns and
other infrastructure
- orientation of dwellings towards street
and sidewalk
- separation of dwellings by party walls,
fences etc.
- subdivided plots are clearly defined by
circulation and adjacent dwellings or
fences
- blocks of dwellings are clearly defined
by surrounding circulation and property
lines
- configuration is very static because
infrastructure lines and other constraints
are permanent
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Fig. 5.4 Map o4 the viU&age o4 old Kwamo showing
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Not much is known about the principles behind
the planning of rural settlements in Ghana hence,to
the trained minds of most observers the absence of
any clear pattern would probably stand for a lack
of order or coherence in planning. There is in many
instances a deliberate organization of dwellings
based on less physical considerations like defense
and spiritualbeliefs. What is more obvious is the
fact that for most villages there are large open
spaces or streets around or along which clusters of
dwellings have been built. Those unbuilt spaces are
not clearly defined by walls of buildings on the
edges and no superimposing public buildings exist
to dominate the spaces. Unlike the plazas and town
squares found in other cultures these public spaces
are irregular in shape and leak on all sides pro-
viding access to the adjacent houses. (Fig. 5.4)
Before the advent of the automobiles the streets
served as footpaths leading to farms and other
villages and occassionally for the procession of
chiefs during festivals. The open spaces, usually
dominated by large shady trees, still do serve as
public gathering places and as small markets. Among
the Ashantis Rutter observed that:
The sequence of spaces within the settle-
ment is very important to daily life even
though its significance has tended to be
disguised by the regularity of modern
layouts. The main street in a small vil-
lage, whether used as a through road or
not, is valued as a place of public dis-
play.... It is here that surplus food is
exposed for sale, and commercial activ-
ities, film shows and political rallies
take place.... In large settlements
special spaces are set aside for these
purposes, the principal requirements
being a prominent location and a multi-
plicity of connections to the houses on
all sides. Between the houses there is
a network of passageways to accommodate
the criss-cross movements between rela-
tives in the different compounds and to
give access to the main paths leading
out of the village to the streams and
farms.(32)
As mentioned in previous sections all the
land in villages was owned by the entire community
and each native was free to build on a portion of
it so that it was not necessary to subdivide the
land into plots representing private ownership or
territory. Such private territories were found
within the house itself. All the land outside the
walls of the house was public space.
With the increasing concentration of people
in towns and the need for vehicular access and infra-
structure new rules have begun to operate which
directly affect the urban settlement patterns. A
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Fig. 5.6
Vattoutls /settement patte'ns chaAacett-
istic o6 .ban alteas in Ghana.
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huge demand for land for different uses clearly
makes it necessary to plan for the efficient use of
this resource. Urban land is staked out into narrow
plots along miles and miles of streets and paths
which are usually laid out in a grid iron pattern
for efficiency. By restricting buildings to the
land within these regular ribbons a regular pattern
of blocks is created which is clearly different
from village layouts. (Fig.5.6) Circulation lay-
outs asume greater importance in such dense settle-
ments as means of access and also because these
same rights of way are used for utility lines. Most
rural areas simply don't have large numbers of auto-
mobiles or utility services so that these don't
influence the planning and layouts of these villages.
(Fig.5.5)
While the orientation and patterns of a vil-
lage clusters often change with additions and new
structures, the basic blocks of the urban layout
are static and change only with major large scale,
developments that affect large portions of urban
land. Village layouts have often been transformed
by the creation of major roads nearby. New struc-
tures go up overnight along the length of the road
so that in a few years, with increasing commercial
importance of the road a grid layout of dwellings
is built on both sides of it to create a linear
pattern of development. (Fig. 5.7) This linear
layout seems to have been adopted by a number of
rural settlements even where major roads do not
exist. This may be due to optimistic expectations
rather than real conditions.
In villages off the road like Oboasi
and Wewa a wide open strip runs through
the center of the village as if a road
was expected there though it is well
planted with shade trees.(33)
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Ispitouting o6 new buildings along the
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DENSITY
The transition from a rural setting to an
urban one is always accompanied by great changes in
scale and density of built-up area. Such changes
are not unexpected. With limited land to accommo-
date large populations and commercial activity and
the desire to shorten distances it is inevitable
that buildings will be closely packed into narrow
urban lots. The result is a heavy concentration of
structures, people and automobiles. The town build-
ings too are much taller and wider than the rural
huts so that there is an accompanying jump in scale
with the transformation. It is these differences
that in fact differentiate urban areas from rural
areas all over the world.
In Ghana the transformation to an urban life
is also accompanied by a loss of ability to create
one's own dwelling as in the village and this is
reflected in the concentration of people in urban
houses. Most of the town houses are just one-story
high as in the villages but are much larger and
Rural Urban
- lower built density because of larger - high built density because of compact
land per dwelling plots and intense development
- low population density - high population density
- few households per dwelling therefore - many households per dwelling therefore
smaller population per dwelling larger population per dwelling
- large extended families - smaller families and singles
- small single-story dwellings - large single and multi-story dwellings
accommodate several households at a time. With each
household typically confined to one room it is not
uncommon to find some sixty persons living in one
of these large compound houses. (Fig.5.ll)The buil-
ding industry simply cannot keep up with the high
demands caused by a constant influx of people into
the towns so that accomodation is very difficult to
find. When rooms are found for renting they are of-
ten so expensive that only one room can be afforded
for an entire household. Hence even with the smaller
urban households, population densities are very
high in urban homes. The proper word to describe
this is: overcrowding.
In contrast, rural areas have plentiful land
and cheap rural resources that allow every house-
hold to build almost as it wishes. The congestion
of several people into tiny spaces is therefore
very unlikely in villages. Though there are villages
in northern Ghana for example, where each house can
accommodate large numbers of people, these are very
large compound houses with several rooms and large
courtyards, so that the average number of rooms per
person is still much higher than for town dwellings.
Also only one or two households live in these houses
at a time while for urban houses there are usually
several unrelated households sharing the same domes-
tic spaces.
The differences in the growth of urban and
rural settlements certainly offer some explanations
for the variation in scale and density. In towns
there is often a dense core of commercial and busi-
ness developments to which new developments tend to
gravitate. (Fig.5.9) It is often desirable to live
close to the urban core where in many developing
countries the urban infrastructure is best developed
and distances to markets and schools are shorter.
Very few people have automobiles and public trans-
portation is archaic.
No choice locations of great commercial activ-
ity exist in villages so that very often there is
none of the dense gravitation of buildings towards
a center. In many cases the growth is rather
towards newly developed major roads with commercial
potential. The resulting settlement pattern is a
linear development of built form on both sides of
the road that is too long and dispersed to approach
the densities possible in a centralized development.
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USES OF DOMESTIC SPACE
Rural
- entire dwelling occupied by one or two
households only
- there is more privacy for each household
and person
- enclosed rooms used for sleeping and
storage
- most activities done outdoors
Ghana, like many other countries in the
tropics, is blessed with warm sunny weather most of
the year allowing its people a relaxed life style
based on the maximum use of outdoor space. From
sunrise til bedtime all the daily activities, whe-
ther domestic or at the work place, take place out
in the open in full view of everyone and with the
advantage of good air circulation to cool the sur-
roundings.
The use of outdoor space even where enough
Urban
- dwelling may be shared by many unrelated
households.
- there is little privacy for either house-
hold or person
- enclosed rooms used for many activities
besides sleeping and storage
- many activities done outdoors, few indoors
rooms are available is due to the hot humid weather
and the strenous nature of some domestic activities.
Cooking over an open fire in a tiny room without
good air circulation is a sweaty and unpleasant ex-
perience that can easily be avoided. Where electric
fans exist to effect good ventilation and where
modern smokeless electric stoves are commonly used
this problem can easily be licked. In Ghana very
few people have refrigerators or any of those
modern applicances to replace the hard old ways of
Space u"e in 4wa compound, Northetn
Ghana.
The smatteA coutyaJd is an extension
to the biggex one made necessay pob,
ably by an incxeaze in size o6 house-
hoed. The entAance haLt 4/s a popu&aA
6eatuAe o4 notheAn Ghana oacnitectue.
This 46 wheAe the mastea oj the houe
&eceiveo his visitotu. The Aectangutat
hut L a veAy tecent addition o6 high
p'e/stige in these pauts.
AAEA
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doing things; not even sophisticated town people.
For this reason much of the village tradition of
domestic space use has survived the transition to
urban life.
Domestic activities in the village are cen-
tered in and around the courtyard which serves at
once as kitchen, laundry, dining room, workplace
and playground. Except for sleeping and storage of
valuable goods all other activities take place in
this big "room", portions of which have some speci-e
fic usages (Fig. 5.10) Some of the activities shift
location every now and then and take up varying
amounts of territory as the occasiondemands. For
example the common "coal pot" over which cooking
is done is a light portable stove that can be eas-
ily moved and relocated for use in the smallest
corner of the courtyard or even occasionally indoors
during heavy rains. For the most part, however,
the wide open courtyard is the center of the home
and there is room for everyone. Chickens and other
domestic animals roam about, children play and
young women sit in the shade braiding their hair and
gossiping, while others bring home small buckets of
water or baskets of food and bundles of firewood,
and in the midst of it all their mothers sit besides-
pots of boiling soup and cassava getting dinner
ready for the whole household.
The many rooms surrounding the central court-
yard are all sleeping rooms and storage rooms hardly
used during the day when it is too hot and humid to
be confined to tiny rooms. Typically bedrooms con-
tain only one or two pieces of furniture - a thick
straw mat or mattress and small stools for sitting -
and baskets or wooden chests for storage of clothing
and other valuables. Doors may be left unlocked
most of the time and tiny windows on the outside
wall allow some cross ventilation.
The rural traditions of domestic space use
are for the most part alive and well in the towns
even though many inconveniences surface because of
the new living arrangements. There are no such
things as living rooms and dining rooms or guest
rooms so that like for the village, all daily activ-
ities are centered in the courtyard of the house.
However because many households share these spaces
together at the same time new problems of privacy,
compatibility and responsibility arise. There are
no barriers to shield the domestic activities of
one household from the next and the whole scene is
a mixture of several independent domestic chores
being performed at the same time by independent
families. The smell of different foods being pre-
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Fig. 5.11
Space use in an uxban compound house,
Nima.
Note the simiaities o4 space use
between uban houses and %uWat houses.
(Fig. 5.10). As in the villagels, &ooms
ate 4oA steeping and stoAage onty.
TheAe ate no Living ooms, dining &ooms
ot gueSt tooms and the smat kitchen in
thi case i/s 4ot the use o4 the Landtord
onlty. ALL otheA tenants do thei% cook-
ing at any convenient ptace in the
countyad. Unlike in Auat axeas how-
eveX, this house is shoed by many
househoLdcs. OvexcAowding and tack og
pivacy axe some oj the biggest ptob-
tem/s with this aLangement.
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pared for dinner, the weeping and wailing of chil-
dren and the sound of cassava being pounded into
fufu from every quarter of the large courtyard all
create an unbearable situation for anyone seeking
a quiet relaxed private evening at home.
The lack of privacy in the large urban home
may indeed be the reason for the immense popularity
of drinking bars and games like draughts and soccer
which allow the men to escape from the bustle at
home. For those who can afford it a new home now
comes with different rooms set aside for specific
functions - much like the European homes they copy.
The courtyard may then be replaced by a front yard
and a backyard planted with grass and flowers and
the indoors, now made more bearable by electric fans
and air conditioning, gets intensive usage. Modern
appliances and good plumbing have made possible the
gradual transformation to indoor kitchens and the
living rooms which have replaced verandahs as places
to entertain guests, now display modern upholstered
furniture and electronic gadgets - radio, TV and
record player - for entertaining.
For the many hundreds of thousands of people
living in Ghana's towns the preceding paragraph is
a fitting description of their dreams and hopes and
not of the present situation. The ability to pro-
vide one's own shelter is lost in the difficult ur-
ban conditions so that the very little space avail-
able for rental has to be shared with many strangers
from every part of the country . It is unfortunately
a compromise that most people have learned to live
with.
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summary
SUMMARY
All phases of Ghanaian life and culture have
been affectedby the contact with Western culture
and the results have been clearly shown by the pre-
ceding analysis which compared a relatively untouched
rural environment with large urban areas displaying
the most vivid results of modernization. The rural
areas too have been altered by the same events that
have shaped the new urban aras but they still repre-
sent, to some extext the present state of indigenous
Ghanaian culture.
Much of what has happened to housing in Ghana
has been caused by a mixture of several different
conditions some of which are deliberate official
policies made to effect desirable changes. The
results, unfortuantely, have not always been success-
ful. The process of transformation of this sort is
not limited to Ghana alone. Countries with a sim-
ilar history of foreign domination all bear signs
of the intrusion of foreign culture, but each coun-
try has reacted and been transformed in a different
way depending on the native culture and the nature
of the new influences. Although some of these agents
of change may be the same in different countries,
the interdependency among many factors means that
the products of change will come out different for
each region.
Socio-cultural determinants that affect hous-
ing in urban areas have evolved into one that is a
mixture of the rural or indigenous culture and the
new cultures that encourage or advocate new life -
styles through education, religion, mass communica-
tion and personal contact. As can be seen in this
study some socio-cultural changes have taken place
in villages as well in response to the altering con-
ditions of nearby towns. Former rural folk who
have moved and settled in the towns occasionally
return to the village bringing with them new wealth -
cash, new clothes and new building materials - as
well as new knowledge and ideas that inevitably set
in motion far-reaching transformations in the society.
Physical transformations in housing are more
extensive in urban areas because in addition to the
individual wishes of people for new kinds of hous-
ing, there is deliberate concerted official effort
to shape the urban housing situation through build-
ing codes, imported materials and new infrastructures.
Entire communities and towns have even been built
by government agencies based on design and planning
principles and materials and forms that fail to
recognize some local solutions and resources worthy
of serious cOhsideration . Even where the environ-
ment has been mainly the work of individuals and
an informal building industry, the resulting condi-
tions may be indirectly attributed to government
policy which has encouraged rural-urban migration
through its development programs without making
adequate provisions for housing and planning. While
some socio-cultural transformations are perhaps
natural reactions to the wave of modernization in
Ghana, some of the physical transformations are the
result of deliberate choice from among many alterna-
tives.
SO0Gb-CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION FACTORS
RURAL URBAN CONCLUS IONS
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PHYSICAL TRANSFORMATION FACTORS
RURAL URBAN CONCLUSIONS
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conclusion
CONCLUSION
All the evidence available so far points to
a continuation in the gradual transformation of
housing in Ghana in much the same way as before.
That the entire country is on the road to
development and modernization is very obvious and
this inevitably affects all facets of life. Devel-
opment projects tend to be located in the more ad-
vanced sections of the country thus ensuring the
continued migration of people from neglected rural
areas to the urban centers of employment. People
new to the urban environment and cash economy all
of a sudden find that some of the old traditions
do not hold and living arrangements have to be mod-
ified to fit the new conditions. Some lose the
abilities and resources for creating suitable
dwellings and others gain new power from wage-
earning jobs so that they are able to create for
themselves new dwelling environments befitting
their new status.
The transformations, as we have seen do not
always lead to a state of equilibrium we would
expect from a natural evolution in the society.
Some form of tension and imbalance exists because
the shelter needs of the majority of Ghana's
people are not matched by the choices available in
materials, forms, and quality of housing. A chronic
reliance on alien imports and ideas means that many
local alternatives are left unexplored and people
are made to choose from a selection that a worsen-
ing economy makes harder and harder to afford.
Were there a strong trend towards a truly
Ghanaian (or African) architecture or positive
encouragement for the development and use of local
resources for building, it would be safe to con-
clude that the direction of the housing transfor-
mation might change. Alas, neither of these seem
to be sufficiently strong to cause any of the much
needed changes in the present direction of trans-
formation, so that the trends isolated in the pre-
ceding analysis may be expected to continue. The
products of these changes will never be exactly
like those in the West from which they are copied,
because the many other factors involved in housing
will always be different for Ghana and for the more
advanced countries.
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